
Re: Victoria’s Draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy

GoGet Carshare welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on Victoria’s Draft 30-year 
Infrastructure Strategy. We congratulate Infrastructure Victoria for developing a
well-researched and visionary strategy. We commend the strategy’s ambition to create 
resilient cities in times of recession, and to meet levels of future demand by prioritising 
investment in transport, suburbs and social infrastructure.

In the wake of the pandemic, we are witnessing a transportational paradigm shift - changes 
in people’s behaviour has affected their use of infrastructure. GoGet appreciates 
Infrastructure Victoria’s endeavour to capitalise on this opportunity and ensure that the 
paradigm is shifted for the better - away from the private vehicle and into more sustainable 
modes of transportation. Carsharing is one of the key components in facilitating the shift 
away from private vehicle ownership and use. As a result, we firmly believe carsharing 
needs to be a key feature in the following five Draft Recommendations outlined below:

● Recommendation 18: Facilitate integration of public transport with new
mobility services (p. 69)
GoGet’s response: Developing open access ticketing platforms to facilitate
integration of public transport modes with new mobility services is the logical next
step for carsharing in Victoria. A key driver in making sustainable transport decisions
is understanding all the available options out there. A VIC State Government ‘mobility
as a service’ app will help travellers make educated decisions and ultimately use
more sustainable modes in lieu of private vehicles.

● Recommendation 19: Incorporate personal mobility devices in regulation (p.71)
GoGet’s response: As it currently stands, the growth of the statewide carsharing
network is the responsibility of Local Government Authorities. GoGet would highly
recommend incorporating nationally consistent rules for personal mobility devices
(including share cars) in Victorian legislation, and developing a standard and
statewide regulatory framework for each shared mobility scheme. It is crucial that
carsharing is distinguished from other forms of shared mobility in this
recommendation as it has a unique set of parameters for best practice. GoGet is
willing and able to discuss with Infrastructure Victoria some of the key components of
what we would consider the ‘ideal carshare policy’.

● Recommendation 33: Publish Victoria's Integrated Transport Plan (p.105)
GoGet’s response: GoGet would like to highlight the following quote as one of the
key barriers to effective carshare network growth across Victoria - “Local
governments cannot deliver significant local transport infrastructure properly without
knowing its connection to the wider transport network” (p.105). As each LGA has
their own carsharing policy, availability of a carshare service varies greatly across the
metropolitan areas of Victoria. By highlighting the benefits of carsharing (and the best
practice for growing the service) in Victoria’s Integrated Transport Plan, this will help
facilitate the growth of a consistent and accessible carshare network for all LGAs and
ultimately all Victorians.

● Recommendation 41: Reallocate road space to priority transport modes (p.
121).
GoGet’s Response: As discussed above, GoGet commends Infrastructure Victoria’s



endeavour to begin delivering road space reallocation initiatives to assist with
COVID-19 recovery. GoGet would like to highlight the considerable on-street space
saving capacity of carsharing. One carshare vehicle, in an on-street dedicated space,
replaces 10 privately owned vehicles1: this frees up 9 vehicles worth of street space
for the local community that can be used to better support and enforce priority
movement through streets and places.

● Recommendation 55: Phase out fixed road user charges and introduce user
pays charging (p. 142)
GoGet’s Response: The majority of the macro benefits of carsharing stem from a
reduction of vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) by carsharing members. This can be
attributed to the fact that, as it currently stands, carsharing is in essence a de facto
‘user pays charging’ structure. I.e. Unlike the existing fixed road user charges for
Victorian motorists, the costs of vehicle use is very much dependent on how much
carshare users travel. This helps carshare members rationalise their car use and
reduce their overall VKT by opting for more sustainable transport options in lieu of
vehicle use. Carshare benefits need to be considered when introducing
distance-based and congestion charges for Victorian motorists.

If Infrastructure Victoria wishes to discuss GoGet Carshare’s suggestions, please feel free to
contact  on , or via

All the best,

1 Boyle, P. (2016). The impact of car share services in Australia. International Car Sharing Association




